They are taken, they keep them out in the cool Air as much as possible & never suffer them to take any thing hot by which Method alone they presently recover—should you take such a Jaundice it might be a Means of adding years to your Life, as well as afford you Matter for the most pleasing Contemplation as long as you live it is little more than a Journey to Shirley, setting out is all, you might return in the New York Packet in the Spring. I should not my dear Friend have mentioned such a Thing to you, but as it might have a Tendency to promote your own Happiness as well as that of a Family which will ever be dear to me. I have heard that you were in bad Health & had had a Return of your old complaint, I hope there is no Truth in it as you have never mentioned it to me, however I acquire the Pleasure I might receive at the Sight of you here, I have as little Execution of it, as Dean Swift had of his Schemes being carried into Execution when he recommended to the Poor People of Ireland to sell their Young Children Lottery Tickets.